Immunotherapy of chronic hepatitis C virus infection with antibodies against programmed cell death-1 (PD-1)
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Hepatitis C virus (HCV) persistence is facilitated by exhaustion of CD8+ T cells that express the inhibitory receptor programmed cell death 1 (PD-1). Blockade of PD-1 signaling improves in vitro proliferation of HCV-specific T lymphocytes, but whether antiviral function can be restored in infected individuals is unknown. To address this question, chimpanzees with persistent HCV infection were treated with anti-PD-1 antibodies. A significant reduction in HCV viremia was observed in one of three treated animals without apparent hepatocellular injury. Viremia rebounded in the responder animal when antibody treatment was discontinued. Control of HCV replication was associated with restoration of intrahepatic CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell immunity against multiple HCV proteins. The responder animal had a history of broader T-cell immunity to multiple HCV proteins than the two chimpanzees that did not respond to PD-1 therapy. The results suggest that successful PD-1 blockade likely requires a critical threshold of preexisting virus-specific T cells in liver and warrants consideration of therapeutic vaccination strategies in combination with PD-1 blockade to broaden narrow responses. Anti-PD-1 immunotherapy may also facilitate control of other persistent viruses, notably the hepatitis B virus where options for long-term control of virus replication are limited.

T-cell exhaustion is a defining feature of failed immunity against tumors and persistent viruses. Exhausted CD8+ T cells constitutively express multiple receptors that deliver inhibitory signals, resulting in loss of effector functions and reduced proliferative potential. Blockade of inhibitory signals using antibodies against receptors or their ligand(s) is a promising therapeutic approach for restoration of function to exhausted T cells (1). Very recent studies demonstrated that antibody-mediated interference with a single inhibitory receptor, programmed cell death 1 (PD-1), caused regression of several tumors including non-small-cell lung cancer, melanoma, and renal-cell cancer in some humans (2, 3). The potential of PD-1 blockade for treatment of persistent virus infections was first documented in mice carrying the lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV). Antibodies against PD-1 restored CD8+ T-cell effector functions and shortened the duration of persistent infection (4). More recently, treatment of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV)–infected rhesus macaques with anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibodies enhanced T-cell function, reduced viremia (5), and reversed hyperimmune activation and microbial translocation in the gut (6).

Chronic infection with the hepatitis B and C viruses is a very significant public health problem affecting ~700 million people globally. Both infections are controlled by adaptive cellular immune responses and persistence is associated with T-cell exhaustion (7–9). PD-1 has been visualized on the surface of HCV-specific CD8+ T cells in humans with chronic hepatitis C (10, 11). Expression of this inhibitory receptor is most intense on CD8+ T cells targeting intact class I HCV epitopes that do not acquire escape mutations to evade immune recognition (11). HCV antigen-driven proliferation of CD8+ T cells was restored in cell culture by antibody-mediated blockade of signaling through PD-1 and other inhibitory receptors like cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4), and T-cell Ig domain and mucin domain 3 (TIM-3) (10, 11). More recently, expression of PD-1 on HCV-specific CD4+ T cells was documented (12). It is possible that signaling through this inhibitory receptor also contributes to loss of helper activity that predicts persistent HCV infection.

In this study we investigated the impact of in vivo administration of anti–PD-1 antibodies on chronic HCV infection in chimpanzees, the only species with known susceptibility to the virus and a highly relevant model of persistence in humans (7, 13, 14). CD8+ T cells from chimpanzees with persistent HCV infection are also exhausted and express high levels of PD-1 (15, 16). Here we report that serial dosing with anti–PD-1 antibodies for several weeks resulted in a significant drop in viremia in one of three treated animals. The virologic response was associated with recovery of intrahepatic CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses. After PD-1 blockade, the frequency and breadth of helper and cytotoxic populations increased in liver to levels that matched or exceeded those measured during the acute phase of infection when viremia was transiently controlled. These results suggest that cellular immune responses capable of restricting replication of liver-tropic viruses like HCV, and possibly HBV, can be safely restored in some persistently infected humans by PD-1 blockade. Survival of hepatic CD4+ and CD8+ T cells that remain responsive to the virus when inhibitory signaling is blocked may predict success of this approach, and provide a rationale for combined therapy of anti–PD-1 antibodies and vaccines in those with fully exhausted cellular immune responses.
Results and Discussion

The objective of this study was to reduce or eliminate persistent HCV replication in chimpanzees by antibody-mediated blockade of PD-1 signaling. We have previously demonstrated that the antibody selected for use in this study recognizes PD-1 expressed on chimpanzee T cells (16). Blockade of PD-1 signaling also restored proliferation of HCV-specific CD8+ T cells recovered from the liver of a persistently infected chimpanzee (Fig. S1), validating this animal model for studies of T-cell reconstitution by immunotherapy.

Three chimpanzees with chronic HCV infection were treated with anti–PD-1 antibodies to interrupt virus replication. Features of persistent HCV infection in these chimpanzees are summarized in Table 1. The first treated animal, Ch1535, was persistently infected with a clonal genotype 1a strain of HCV (H77) 12 y before treatment (17). Baseline viremia measured at six time points over a 12-mo period before initiation of anti–PD-1 therapy was stable at about 10^6 international units (IU) of HCV RNA per milliliter of plasma. Anti–PD-1 antibodies were administered i.v. at a dose of 3 mg/kg of body weight at 5 weekly intervals (Fig. 1A). Anti–PD-1 antibody levels peaked at ~0.05 mg/mL of serum after the first two weekly infusions, and despite persisting for 1–2 wk after the fifth and final dose, no concomitant reduction in viremia was observed, and neither was there evidence of hepatocellular damage as assessed by serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels (Fig. 1B and C). An HCV-specific T-cell response, measured by IFN-γ enzyme-linked immunosorbent spot (ELISpot), was not detected in blood at any time before, during, or after treatment. HCV-specific T cells are frequently enriched in the persistently infected liver of humans and chimpanzees. For Ch1535, virus-specific T cells were expanded only intermittently from liver at four of nine sampling points over 2 y of baseline sampling. The pretreatment response, when detected, was comprised of CD8+ T cells (Fig. 1D) that were present at low frequency and narrowly focused on one or two viral proteins (Fig. 1E). HCV-specific T cells were not expanded from liver obtained 1 wk after the start of PD-1 blockade (Fig. 1D). Lack of a virologic response or hepatitis, combined with

Table 1. Infection status of study chimpanzees at time of anti–PD-1 therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chimpanzee</th>
<th>HCV genotype</th>
<th>Duration of infection at treatment, y</th>
<th>Average baseline viral load, IU/mL</th>
<th>T-cell response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch1535</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>~12</td>
<td>1.98 × 10^6 ± 7.08 × 10^5</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch5276</td>
<td>3a</td>
<td>~2</td>
<td>5.70 × 10^4 ± 3.36 × 10^4</td>
<td>−/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch5300</td>
<td>4a</td>
<td>~2</td>
<td>2.01 × 10^4 ± 6.78 × 10^3</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a failure to improve virus-specific T-cell activity in blood and liver indicated that PD-1 therapy was not successful in this animal.

Chimpanzee 1535 had very low levels of HCV-specific T-cell activity in liver before treatment. It is possible that the residual T-cell response was below the threshold for rescue by blockade of PD-1 signaling after more than a decade of persistent HCV replication. We reasoned that PD-1 blockade might be more successful if initiated earlier in the course of chronic infection. Two animals (Ch5276 and Ch5300) were persistently infected with HCV for 2 y when enrolled in this study (Table 1). Ch5276 was infected with a clonal genotype 3a virus (18). Before treatment viremia was stable at ~2 × 10^5 IU/mL of serum. Administration of anti–PD-1 antibodies at a dose of 3 mg/kg on days 0, 3, 7, 14, and 21 (Fig. 2A) had no impact on serum HCV RNA or ALT levels (Fig. 2B) even though peak antibody titers exceeded those observed in animal 1535. HCV-specific CD4+ or CD8+ T-cell frequencies in liver were very low immediately before and 2 wk after treatment, suggesting that PD-1 blockade failed to improve the weak and narrowly focused response present in the chronically infected liver (Fig. 2D and E). In comparison, T-cell frequencies were substantially higher in this animal during the acute phase of infection (18). Here we further characterized CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses at week 14 when cellular immunity is often evident even in those who follow a chronic course, and also at week 22 when infection is transitioning from the acute to chronic phase (Fig. 2D). Acute phase CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses were both strong at weeks 14 and 22 compared with the chronic phase of infection (Fig. 2D). Representative data from week 14 show, however, that few HCV proteins were targeted even during the acute phase of infection in this animal (Fig. 2E). Both the CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were focused predominantly on the nonstructural NS3 protein (Fig. 2E). Together these results indicate that HCV-specific T cells surviving in liver after 2 y of persistent infection could neither expand with PD-1 blockade nor broaden beyond the very limited set of HCV proteins recognized much earlier in infection.

The outcome of an identical 3-wk course of anti–PD-1 treatment was quite different for Ch5300. HCV RNA levels were stable at ~5 × 10^4 IU/mL plasma 2 y after infection with a clonal genotype 4a virus (Fig. 3A) (18). Beginning with the third dose of antibody on day 7, a sharp decline in viremia was observed (Fig. 3B). At day 28, 1 wk after administration of the last antibody dose, HCV RNA decreased to only 64 IU/mL serum, a 100-fold decline from the average baseline value and only slightly above the level of detection for this assay (50 IU/mL serum). HCV replication gradually increased after day 28 and was correlated with a loss of anti–PD-1 antibodies from serum (Fig. 3C). By day 42, HCV RNA titers returned to levels that were approximately equal to those measured before PD-1 blockade (Fig. 3B).

HCV-specific T-cell activity in the liver of Ch5300 was also substantially different after treatment compared with the nonresponders Ch1535 and Ch5276. HCV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells frequencies were low in liver 6 wk before initiation of therapy but increased sharply at study day 7, immediately before viremia began to decline (Fig. 3D). CD4+ T cells increased both in number and diversity after PD-1 blockade. The impact of therapy was greatest on the CD8+ T-cell subset (Fig. 3E). CD8+ T-cell frequencies increased 25-fold and targeted multiple HCV peptides in the liver of Ch5300. The repertoire of these peptides expanded with PD-1 blockade and stores of both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were large enough to withstand the pressure of HCV replication for an additional 2 mo of treatment.

**Fig. 2.** PD-1 blockade fails to alter viral load in short-term persistent HCV infection with poor intrahepatic T-cell responses. (A) Dosing regimen for anti–PD-1 antibodies in Ch5276. (B) Serum levels of HCV RNA and ALT were measured in Ch5276 at the indicated time points. Baseline viremia is presented as the mean ± 1 SD of HCV RNA levels over a 4-mo period before initiation of anti–PD-1 therapy. (C) Levels of anti–PD-1 antibodies in serum measured immediately before each dose of anti–PD-1 was administered. Vertical dashed lines in B and C represent time points at which anti–PD-1 antibodies were administered. (D) Magnitude of in vitro–expanded CD4+ (white bars) and CD8+ (black bars) intrahepatic T-cell responses to HCV genotype-matched peptide pools are indicated at various time points. (E) Relative distribution of the intrahepatic CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses to each of nine separate pools of genotype-matched HCV peptide pools is depicted to show the breadth of the response to HCV.
proteins by treatment day 7 compared with responses measured before the start of PD-1 blockade (Fig. 3E). Indeed, treatment rescued the frequency and breadth of the posttreatment CD8+ T-cell response to levels that exceeded those measured during the acute phase of infection at weeks 14 and 24 when virus replication was partially controlled (18). The frequency of antiviral T cells also improved in blood by day 21 posttreatment compared with a representative baseline sample taken at day 0 (Fig. 3F). Serum ALT levels did not increase during treatment, indicating that expansion of HCV-specific CD8+ T cells in liver did not cause measurable hepatocellular injury (Fig. 3B). Apparent noncytotoxic control of HCV-infected hepatocytes by CD8+ T cells was described in some humans with acute hepatitis C. It is possible that PD-1 blockade restored production of cytokines like IFN-γ that suppress HCV replication without killing hepatocytes (19–21).

Our primary goal was to restore CD8+ T-cell immunity given the critical role of this subset in control of HCV infection (7, 13, 14). Expansion of CD4+ T cells (as shown in Fig. 3) was not necessarily expected although it is consistent with a recent report of PD-1 expression on HCV-specific helper cells in chronically infected humans (12). It is possible that PD-1 blockade restored production of cytokines like IFN-γ that suppress HCV replication without killing hepatocytes (19–21).

Our study nevertheless provides an indication that defective CD4+ T-cell immunity can be reversed in chronic hepatitis C by immunotherapy and may be a key determinant of a positive virologic response to PD-1 blockade. The virologic response in Ch5300 was most obviously associated with a broad, robust intrahepatic T-cell response absent from the livers of Ch1535 and Ch5276. An additional influence of HCV genotype and/or virus load on the outcome of therapy cannot be excluded. Before initiation of therapy, average baseline viremia was consistently lower in Ch5300 than in Ch5276 and Ch1535. Low-level viremia in Ch5300 may have been a marker of an ongoing, partially effective T-cell response that was more readily rescued by PD-1 blockade. This pattern of immunity may have been established months earlier during the acute phase of infection, when expansion of multispecific T cells was associated with transient control of virus replication in responder Ch5300 but not in nonresponder Ch5276 (18). HCV genotype was probably not a factor in the outcome of PD-1 blockade. The quality of T-cell immunity varies widely in humans and chimpanzees even when infection is established with viruses of the same genotype or subtype (7, 13, 14, 24–29). It is therefore likely that successful PD-1 therapy in Ch5300 was due to priming and/or maintenance of a broad T-cell response that could be
rescued regardless of HCV genotype. Viremia often oscillates at low levels for a year or more after infection in most humans and chimpanzees, as illustrated by Ch5300 (7, 14, 18). This is thought to reflect antiviral activity by T cells that maintain some residual effector function. Treatment that is delayed until much later in chronic infection, as was the case for Ch1535, may also be less successful.

A delay in the downward trajectory of viremia in Ch5300 until day 14 posttreatment (HBV) is consistent with a process that requires expansion of T cells targeting existing epitopes. It is not clear from our study if continued PD-1 blockade would have terminated infection in Ch5300. The rebound in HCV replication after discontinuation of antibody treatment suggests that T cells remained susceptible to inactivation even after expansion in liver and a reduction in viremia to just above the threshold of detection. Premature termination of immunotherapy may therefore carry the same risk of relapse as current modes of therapy that directly target virus replication.

In summary, our study documents that anti-PD-1 antibodies can be administered safely at doses that can lead to control of viremia. Although PD-1 blockade has shown efficacy in other chronic viral infections, including LCMV infection of mice and SIV infection of rhesus macaques (4, 5), they do not address the particular concern of hepatotropic viruses that tend to persist in the uniquely tolerogenic environment of the liver. In this study, we demonstrate that therapeutic strategies focused on blocking inhibitory signaling through PD-1 can potentially overcome that tolerogenic environment and lead to viral control. The chimpanzees selected for this study approximated the wide variability in the breadth and perhaps also the quality of intrahepatic T-cell immunity in the persistently infected human liver. Based on findings presented here, success in treating human chronic hepatitis C with anti-PD-1 antibodies might also be mixed. Effective reconstitution of immunity in nonresponders like Ch5276 and Ch1535 may require simultaneous blockade of signaling by other inhibitory receptors like CTLA-4 and TIM-3 that are coexpressed by exhausted T cells (10, 11). Narrow intrahepatic T-cell responses like those observed in Ch5276 and Ch1535 might also be improved by combining anti-PD-1 therapy with therapeutic vaccination, a concept that has been successfully tested in mice persistently infected with LCMV (30). Expression of PD-1 on exhausted T cells is a feature of chronic HIV and hepatitis B infections so blockade of this signaling pathway may be generally useful for control of persistent virus replication (8, 9, 31). Our results may be particularly relevant to chronic infection of the liver with HBV. Reversal of immune tolerance is considered important to control of chronic hepatitis B because the virus can be suppressed, but not eliminated, by direct acting antiviral drugs. There is precedent for breaking immune tolerance against HBV with type I IFN, but it is successful in only about 30% of treated patients (9). Interruption of T-cell tolerance in this infection by PD-1 signaling blockade may provide another approach to long-term control of persistent HBV infection.

Materials and Methods

Animals and Treatment. Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) Ch1535, Ch5276, and Ch5300 were maintained under standard conditions for humane care and in compliance with National Institutes of Health guidelines. Animal studies were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of the University of Louisiana at Lafayette New Iberia Research Center and the M.D. Anderson Michae E. Keeling Center for Comparative Medicine and Research. Ch1535 was housed at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette New Iberia Research Center, and Ch5276 and Ch5300 were housed at the Michae E. Keeling Center for Comparative Medicine and Research, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center. The inoculations of these animals with infectious clones of HCV corresponding to the genotype 1a H77 strain (Ch1535), the genotype 3a strain S52 (Ch5276), and the genotype 4a strain E453 (Ch5300) have previously been described (17, 18), and at the time the animals were enrolled in this study, they all had developed persistent viremia. All animals received a humanized anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibody by i.v. injection at a dose of 3 mg antibody per kilogram of body weight. Plasma was analyzed for viral load by HCV RNA 3.0 bDNA assay (Siemens) and serum levels of ALT were also monitored in each animal over the course of treatment.

Anti-PD-1 and PD-L1 Antibodies. The binding domain of the EH12 anti-PD-1 mAb (32) was humanized by Antitope, Ltd., by grafting the complementarity determining regions (CDR) into human heavy- and light-chain framework sequences. DNAs encoding humanized heavy-chain variable region and the CH1-hinge-CH2-CH3 region of human IgG4 were cloned into an expression plasmid containing the elongation factor-1A promoter constructed by Gordon Freeman (designated pEFGP) by In-fusion (33, 34). Ser228 of the human IgG4 core hinge region was mutated to Pro, identical to human IgG1, to ensure efficient dimerization. Similarly, the human light-chain variable region and the Kappa-constant region were cloned into the pEFGP expression vector by In-fusion. DHFR-deficient CHO cells (DG44) were electroporated with Miu-linearized plasmids and selected for methotrexate resistance as described (34). Antibody was purified from CHO cell culture supernatants by affinity chromatography on protein A. Endotoxin levels were determined to be less than 2 endotoxin units/ml protein. The 29E.2A3 anti-PD-L1 mAb has been described (35).

Anti-PD-1 ELISA. Serum levels of the humanized anti-PD-1 mAb were monitored by a standard sandwich ELISA. Briefly, titered serum samples were incubated on ELISA plates coated with a human PD-1–Mouse IgG2a fusion protein (36). Captured antibody was detected with an HRP-conjugated goat Fab2 anti-human IgG antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch), and plates were developed with SureBlue TMB Microwell Peroxidase Substrate (KPL). The colorimetric reaction was stopped with TMB Stop Solution (KPL), and absorbance at 450 nm was measured on a tunable microplate reader. Actual concentrations were calculated by comparing results to a standard curve.

Direct ex Vivo IFN-γ ELISpot. Whole blood was collected in EDTA at various time points, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were separated by centrifugation over a Ficoll gradient, and HCV-specific responses were quantified by IFN-γ ELISpot assay (U-Cytech) following in vitro restimulation with genotype-matched pools of peptides corresponding to the HCV polyprotein as previously described (18).

Intrahepatic HCV Immune Responses. Chimpanzee liver needle biopsies were gently disrupted in PBS containing 2% (vol/vol) FBS. CD4+ and CD8+ lymphocytes were positively selected by magnetic bead (Invitrogen) purification, and cultured in a 24-well plate together with peptides spanning the appropriate genotype HCV polyprotein (17, 18), and at the time the animals were enrolled in this study, they all had developed persistent viremia. All animals received a humanized anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibody by i.v. injection at a dose of 3 mg antibody per kilogram of body weight. Plasma was analyzed for viral load by HCV RNA 3.0 bDNA assay (Siemens) and serum levels of ALT were also monitored in each animal over the course of treatment.

Online Supplemental Material. Fig. S1 shows the in vitro restoration of proliferative capacity for HCV-specific intrahepatic CD8+ T cells following PD-1 blockade.
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